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ST&I as a basis for sustainable development
Brazil is leading a state-of-the-art science in the oceans with intense international cooperation:

**South – South:**
Scientific agenda for the Atlantic and Southern Ocean, co-lead with South Africa

**South – North:**
Belem Declaration (BR-EU-ZA) promotes links between the S-S scientific Agenda with the Atlantic Ocean Research Research Alliance, in the Galway Statement (USA-EU-CAN)
AIR Center
Strong potential for the alignment of many Atlantic nations towards a multi cooperation in ocean and space sciences, climate, big data and technologies

Areas include, inter alia:
Ocean modelling and forecast, food security (aquaculture), continent-ocean-atmosphere interactions, renewable energy, biodiversity, ocean literacy, polar sciences and others

Important documents:
South-South Framework for the Atlantic (BR + ZA)
Belem Statement (EU+BR+ZA)
Atlantic Interactions (AIR Center Agenda)
Ilhas como observatórios oceânicos
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